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3.2.2 Regulation. 

(g) To determine the Regulation market performance clearing price for each 
Regulation Zone, the Office of the Interconnection shall adjust the submitted performance offer 
for each resource in accordance with the historical performance of that resource, the amount of 
Regulation that resource will be dispatched based on the ratio of control signals calculated by the 
Office of the Interconnection, and the unit-specific benefits factor described in subsection (j) of 
this section for which that resource is qualified. The maximum adjusted performance offer of all 
cleared resources will set the Regulation market performance clearing price. 
 
The owner of each Regulation resource that actively follows the Office of the Interconnection’s 
Regulation signals and instructions, will be credited for Regulation performance by multiplying 
the assigned MW(s) by the Regulation market performance clearing price, by the ratio between 
the requested mileage for the Regulation dispatch signal assigned to the Regulation resource and 
the Regulation dispatch signal assigned to traditional resources, and by the Regulation resource’s 
accuracy score calculated in accordance with subsection (k) of this section. 

 
(h) The Office of the Interconnection shall divide each Regulation resource’s capability 

offer by the unit-specific benefits factor described in subsection (j) of this section and divided by 
the historic accuracy score for the resource for the purposes of committing resources and setting 
the market clearing prices.  
 
The Office of the Interconnection shall calculate the Regulation market capability clearing price 
for each Regulation Zone by subtracting the Regulation market performance clearing price 
described in subsection (g) from the total Regulation market clearing price described in 
subsection (c). This residual sets the Regulation market capability clearing price for that market 
Real-time Settlement Interval. 
 
The owner of each Regulation resource that actively follows the Office of the Interconnection’s 
Regulation signals and instructions will be credited for Regulation capability based on the 
assigned MW and the capability Regulation market-clearing price multiplied by the Regulation 
resource’s accuracy score calculated in accordance with subsection (k) of this section. 

 
(i) In accordance with the processes described in the PJM Manuals, the Office of the 

Interconnection shall: (i) calculate inter-temporal opportunity costs for each applicable resource; 
(ii) include such inter-temporal opportunity costs in each applicable resource’s offer to sell 
frequency Regulation service; and (iii) account for such inter-temporal opportunity costs in the 
Regulation market-clearing price. 

 
(j) The Office of the Interconnection shall calculate a unit-specific benefits factor for 

each of the dynamic Regulation signal and traditional Regulation signal in accordance with the 
PJM Manuals. Each resource shall be assigned a unit-specific benefits factor based on their order 
in the merit order stack for the applicable Regulation signal. The unit-specific benefits factor is 
the point on the benefits factor curve that aligns with the last megawatt, adjusted by historical 
performance, that resource will add to the dynamic resource stack. Resources following the 



dynamic Regulation signal which have a unit-specific benefits factor less than .1 will not be 
considered for the purposes of committing resources. The unit-specific benefits factor for the 
traditional Regulation signal shall be equal to one. 


